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Higher materials and service fee imminent
Although alternatives exist to the proposed materials and service fee
increase for the 1974-75 academic year, passage of the fee hike by the state
legislature appears imminent.

The consensus among officials in Sacramento, San Jose and Los Angeles is
that the state will not pick up the $8 million to cover the deficit and that
students will be forced to make up the difference.

The proposed increase, adopted almost unanimously by the California
State University and Colleges Board of Trustees at its Nov. 27 meeting, will
cover a projected $8 million deficit in the 19-campus system budget for the
coming school year.

Cutting back services provided by the materials and service fee or cutting
back the salaries of California State University and College CSUC) employees are not feasible alternatives, the officials say, so students are almost
sure to pay the fee, which needs only legislative approval to become effective for fall, 1974.

The Materials and Services fee increase approved by the Board of
Trustees for next fall took this campus by surprise. The complexities of the proposed hike, including how the decision was
reached, and its effects, and alternatives, were investigated by
Spartan Daily reporters Debbie Block, Lori Rauh, George Rede,
and Carol Tognetti. Here is their account.
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The proposed budget request was passed 14-1 by the trustees at their
November meeting following a subcommittee recommendation made by the
Finance Committee.
The increase was necessary, according to trustee Winifred Lancaster,
because of an imposition of more expenses on students, inflation, expanded
services and the chancellor’s new approaches to higher education.
At the root of the increase, however, is a tapering off of student enrollment
in the CSUC system, which has hovered at the 269,000 level the past few
years.
See back page

Passage of the fee, levied at $26 more per year for each student in the
CSUC system, would raise a full-time student’s fees from $83 to $96 at SJSU.
Part-time students will pay proportionately more if the $26 across-the-board
increase goes into effect.
The present and proposed fee schedule for SJSU students is as follows:
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on unsteady planks
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Dutton says leave, charge unrelated

Alleged ’unfair’ professor takes sabbatical
DownDff ice,
Df lice,
monal
) x4331

By Russ Brown
Dr. John Dutton, professor of
philosophy who has stirred controversy
over alleged harsh grading and class
dropping policies, has been granted a
sabbatical leave for the spring
semester.
Earlier this year, A.S. Attorney
General Fouad Alkaswanni unsuccessfully sought action against
Dutton, questioning his value to the
Philosophy Department in view of
continued student dissatisfaction with
him.
However, Hobert Burns, academic
vice president, refused to recommend
any action against Dutton. Dr. Lucius
Eastman, chairman of the Philosophy
Department, said the "normal sanctions of tenure, top salary and full

professorship" do not apply to Dutton
because he already has all three.
Dutton called Alkaswanni the most
vociferous of the confused people but
said he felt no particular animosity
toward him. He conceded that
Alkaswanni probably meant well.
Both Dutton and Eastman denied the
sabbatical was in any way related to
the grading controversy. Dutton
claimed the one was "totally
irrelevant" to the other.
Dutton responded to the criticism of
him saying, "I am neither harsh nor
unfair." He held that when students try
to get out of a contract or receive
special consideration, they are really
asking for "unfairness in the name of
fairness," which Dutton described as
"a classic case of Socratic irony."

Dutton said that while he had heard
numerous charges of unfairness
against him, his accusers had yet to
produce any evidence to substantiate
their claims.
Eastman confirmed Dutton’s position
saying, "While I do not wish to defend
Dutton’s teaching method, I can offer
no evidence of unfairness."
Several students in Dutton’s
Philosophy of Science class agreed that
while Dutton was tough and unbending,
he was not unfair.
Eastman characterized Dutton as
"old-fashioned" in his view of the
student -teacher relationship. He
reported several students coming to
him from Dutton’s office either furious
or in tears. He described him as being
stiff, unbending and demanding.

Dutton responded that many have
misinterpreted his being strict and firm
with being inflexible. While he does not
allow students to deviate from the
course greensheet, he believes his class
has certain flexibility built into it.
Dutton has also been criticized for
his extreme reluctance to allow
students to drop his classes. He
maintains that university policy allows
students to drop only for "serious and
compelling" reasons. He emphasizes
that to drop from his class, the reason
must be both serious and compelling,
not one or the other.
Dutton cited withdraw’ from the
university and serious illness or injury
as falling within the intended meaning
of "serious and compelling."

Robert Duman returns to SJSU
after out-of-court settlement
a

By Paula Dorian
After a month -long vacation,
received in an out-of-court settlement,
Robert Duman is back at SJSU and
working in the Continuing Education
Services Department.
Duman was denied tenure in July
1971 by Chancellor Glenn Dumke, and
as a result was not retained in his post
after that time.
Duman attributed his tenure deinal to
his participation in a strike at SJSU in
1969 and in a petition drive calling for
an investigation of the campus library
administration.
The ex -librarian was awarded $20,000
in damages covering back pay,
seniority rights, tenure and vacation
time.
Hobert Burns, academic vice-

president, suggested to Duman a
number of job possibilities in addition
to the Library. Services. Duman explained why he chose Continuing
Education.
"Continuing Education has a great
deal of potential development and innovative new triends in education,"
Duman said.
The week before Christmas vacation,
Duman was assigned to coordinate a
preparation preliminary proposal
which would bring 70 Saudi Arabia
students to SJSU to learn the English
language for a period of 80 weeks. The
foreign students would then be able to
go back to their country as teachers of
the English language.
This proposal was submitted to the
Saudi Arabia government, which asked
for an entire budget plan of the

program.
Duman has been responsible for the
coordination of the development of the
proposal. Once the program is approved, Robert Schneider, former
Peace Corps director at SJSU, will be
the director.
"The assignment has been an extremely interesting one and I hope we
get it," Duman replied.
One aspect of extension services is a
program divised to handle all conferences and short courses for people
who are professionally licensed and
who have to keep abreast of their fields.
"Society has specific needs that the
Continuing Education program can
provide," said Duman.
This service is for the thousands of
persons in the community who won’t go
through the traditional route of

Early morning quake hits central California
HOLLISTER AP - A sharp earthquake shook up central California
early yesterday, but there were no
reports of injuries or serious damages.
The tremor struck at 4:22 a.m. and
police reported receiving many phone

calls from worried residents after the
quake. The shock was felt in Santa
Clara, Monterey, and San Benito
counties and registered 4.3 on the
Richter scale at the University of
California at Berkeley.

Deputy Sheriff Bob Donnelly called
the shock a strong one, even more
jolting than a 5.3 quake 18 months ago.
The quake was reportedly centered
412 miles south of Gilroy.

By Carol Tognetti
The Leonardi administration con- campus repair shop would be constructed its A.S. government campaign venient
and
hopefully
more
platform last year on what now appears economical.
planks.
But
when
unsteady
asked about its progress,
to be rather
After promising a work-learn center, Leonardi said he had turned the
Institute,
Affairs
now called Urban
establishment of the shop over to one of
bicycle repair shop, revenue action his staff members and had no idea how
cost
enit was coming along.
program ( RAP), low
tertainment, and a college-city liaison,
The revenue action program, ( RAP)
SJSU students have seen the results of which would distribute funds to the
eight schools on campus, appears to be
only the last.
deflating as quickly as the dollar.
News Analysis
Leonardi has been handed this
program to his executive assistant,
Stephanie Dean. Dean said RAP is in its
What happened to the others?
For the past two months, A.S. second draft and will be part of the
President Rudi Leonardi has been budget proposals for the 1974-75 school
closed-mouthed and uncooperative by year.
Assuming the program is funded, it
attempting to put off any disclosures as
to when students can expect to see will still be a long time before its effects
are felt.
fruition of his promises.
Leonardi also promised low-cost
An Urban Affairs Institute, or worklearn center, has been lingering in the entertainment in his original platform.
The Program Board, which schedules
air since before the Christmas break.
But I,eonardi has stalled hourly, daily most entertainment functions for the
and weekly in giving out any concrete campus, was almost totally ineffective
details on the location, purpose and for the majority of the semester
starting date of the Institute because, because Leonard’ failed to appoint a
Program Board chairman until
he said, it was too "political."
In an interview Wednesday, Leonardi December.
Until the chairman was selected
finally disclosed that the institute would
be "a formalized channel of com- board members could not be appointed,
munication between the university and resulting in only a small portion of the
the city," and possible county and regularly scheduled entertainment.
Leonardi said the board is looking
governmental agencies as well.
The main purpose of the institute, it into ways of providing low-cost enappears, will be to coordinate student tertainment for next semester, but
internships in governmental agencies. could relate no concrete plans for doing
Should this institute ever materialize, this.
it could be of great benefit to the
The only plank in last year’s campaign which has been fulfilled is the
students and community.
The bicycle repair shop could also establishment of a liaison between San
benefit students. Theoretically, with Jose and the university. Leonardi has
the current gasoline shortage, more appointed Milton Cutler, to fill the
students may be using bikes. An on- position.

Kissinger reveals plans
for stabilizing oil crisis

Bart Rex

Robert Duman
education on a college campus.
"We have the responsibility to reach
out to those people and to provide the
needed course," Durnan explained.
Duman hopes to develop a conference
by next year directed at women in
business communications.
"How can women in the business and
industry fields achieve movement into
middle management?" Duman asked.
These women could probably use
guidance on how to do this through
practical ideas of movement into administrative positions.
Duman hopes to make this his career,
explaining he is delighted with the job
and is glad he was given this choice.

From the Associated Press
WASHINGTON Secretary of State the world’s oil production.
Kissinger said this would be followed
Henry Kissinger yesterday outlined a
multi -stage process to bring oil - by conferences with other oil conproducing nations and the rest of the suming nations, particularly unworld together on stabilizing the developed countries.
Kissinger’s news conference, which
political and economic aspects of the
lasted some 70 minutes, was held prior
international oil crisis.
In a joint news conference held by to his leaving for the Middle East. This
Kissinger and Energy Chief William will be his third trip to the area since
Simon, the secretary elaborated on the the October war.
The secretary also added that when
invitations sent by President Nixon
Wednesday to the major industrial the United States becomes selfnations to meet next month concerning sufficient for its oil needs, it would be
prepared to consider sharing such
the oil situation.
The first stage of Nixon’s plan will be resources with other nations. However,
the Feb. 11 meeting between the foreign he made it clear that this is a long term
ministers of the eight nations who proposition, perhaps 10 to 15 years from
consume the overwelming majority of now.
,,

Model Cities III

Few residents understand federal program

1/10

By Sharon Ballow and Janet Parker
Special to the Daily
Only 37 per cent of the Model Cities residents know what
the federally sponsored program designed to aid their neighborhood is. Even fewer feel that its discontinuation in June
will have any affect on their neighborhood.
These facts were revealed in a poll recently conducted in
all four Model Cities designated target areas which includes
Gardner, Olinger, Tropicana and Mayfair. Nearly 100 persons were surveyed on a random basis.
The majority of residents in three of the four Model Cities
districts are aware they live in a Model Cities neighborhood.
Mayfair is the only neighborhood where most residents did
not.
Few residents ( 18 percent) have participated in any Model
Cities function that they are aware of. No one polled in the
Mayfair area had participated. The Tropicana area had the
most participation with 30 per cent of those polled.
Few residents thought the closing of Model Cities will have
any effect on their neighborhood. Of those surveyed, 26 per
cent said it will affect their neighborhood and 12 per cent said
it will affect their own family.
More than half of those polled believe citizen participation
is an effective branch of city government. Tropicana, w.iich
has seen the most changes through Model Cities, believes
citizens can bring about change. Gardner is the only neighborhood in which less than 50 per cent had faith in citizen
participatiun.

A Spartan Daily poll in spring, 1973 found that of San Jose
residents in general, only 22 per cent had heard of or knew of
Model Cities.

Residents opinions of the presence of Model Cities projects
in their neighborhoods was mixed.
Catalina Fernandez, a Tropicana resident, was a delegate

House serves as the Tropicana Neighborhood Center

to her neighborhood’s Model Cities’ assembly in 1972.
Fernandez believes the job training is poor and job
qualifications issue for employment opportunities through
Model Cities are too high.
"The standards need to be dowi;," she said. "Our people
don’t qualify." Most positions require at least an eighth
grade education.
"I’m glad," Fernandez commented on Model Cities
closing. "They don’t get to the community."
Many neighborhood residents mentioned they associated
Model Cities with trash cans. Quite a few residents cannot
pay for garbage and trash removal so the garbage builds up.
Model Cities occasionally sends garbage bins to neighborhoods for residents to deposit trash in order to clean up
their neighborhood and eliminate possible fire hazards.
Joan Mahugh, who lives in the Blinder area, believes
Model Cities could have helped the neighbors in their fight.
Mahugh does believe there are some good points about the
program. Street lights and educational loans have been
provided, but the rest of the money "went down the drain,"
she said.
The Mayfair area is in the worst physical condition of the
four neighborhoods. Streets are gravel and there are few
sidewalks.
Neighbors in the Mayfair area are not close to each other.
"I don’t know people around here," one resident declared
echoing the sentiments of many
See back page

Editorial

-

Court ruling ushers in 1984
The strong arm of 1984 reached out of the pages of
literature in the form of the Supreme Court recently
when that body voted to allow illegally seized evidence
in grand jury proceedings.
The 6-to-3 ruling is the first exception to the so-called
"exclusionary rule" which has prohibited the use of
evidence gathered in illegal police raids.
Writing for the majority vote, Justice Lewis F.
Powell said the new ruling applies only to the grand
jury setting, and all illegally seized evidence will be
suppressed when defendants actually go on trial. A
grand jury is the body that reviews cases and decides
whether or not the defendant should be tried or
released for lack of evidence.
The dissenting justice claimed the new ruling is only
a step away from allowing illegally seized evidence in
a trial, including coerced confessions, faulty lineups
and illegal searches.
We agree.
The six justices in favor of limiting the exclusionary
rule ( four of them Nixon appointees) have con-

to
sistently voted pro-police, pro-prosecution for the past hes(
year.
(,s o
With such a record it seems only a matter of time hieie
before illegal evidence is not only allowed but enSan
couraged.
The Supreme Court has taken a harder law and will
n.
order stand recently and this latest move looks like a
crackdown to bring more big-wig criminals to court.
ar Illegally seized evidence in grand jury proceedings
would at least open hard-to-crack cases to indictment,
even though much of the evidence would not be admissible in court.
However, the use of illegally gathered evidence is an
infringement of the rights possessed by all Americans
yes, even to criminals and is a blow to pre-Nixon
court achievements in the area of criminal rights.
The big-stick police state is but a step away now in
light of the highest court’s leanings.
Hopefully the court will stick to its promise to limit
illegally seized evidence to grand jury proceedings
even though it should not be allowed there in the first
place.
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Letter: ’No sheep here’

Yours in Survi vul

Always a life, death fight
Linda Midliuo
To many observers, the birth of
the current energy crisis will
ultimately mean the death of the
environmental movement. Many
believe environmentalism will
vanish completely as the cries for
more and more power increase.
While I must admit environmentalists ( and the environment have suffered major
defeats in recent energy-related
developments, this does not signal
the end of the movement.
Certainly the approval of environmentally hazardous projects
such as the Alaska pipeline, offshore oil drilling in the Santa
Barbara Channel, the leasing of
federal lands for oil shale
developments, and the relaxation
of anti-pollution laws are disappointing to environmentalists.
These are lost battles. The war is
far from over.
Perhaps a lack of understanding
of the true nature of the environmental movement has led
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many people to believe it can be
exterminated by the energy crisis.
Environmentalism is considered
by many to be the "back to nature"
fad of the 1970s. Some critics have
labeled those who adhere to the
philosophies of the movement as
"eco-freaks" in an attempt to
discredit them as being unrealistic.
environmental
But
the
movement involves much more
than birdwatching, backpacking
and bicycling. It is a realistic
movement with concrete ideas and
values.
Most envionmentalists value the
beauty of nature, but they are not
simply concerned with preserving
one forest, one lake or one species
of animal for their own enjoyment.
Their goal is to improve the quality
of the environment of the whole
earth, and they recognize the
importance each one of these ecosystems has to the rest.
The environmental movement is
not made up of an elitist group. It is
composed of people from all walks
of life who are concerned about the
deterioration of the world around
them. Hardhats are joined by
college professors in their alarm
about the effect of smog upon their
children.
Politically environmentalists
have been anxious about the
priorities of governments and their
sometimes apparent lack of concern for environmental problems.
Progress, in the form of bigger
and better automobiles, factories
and other forms of technology have
historically come first in the minds
of most politicians. The effect of
these projects upon the environment always comes last, if,
indeed, it is considered at all.
Environmentalists are not
against progress per se. They
would not like to take us back to
prehistoric times, as some critics
If the State of California would
let you, you could travel to a
small machine shop in Torrance
which is frequented by race car
drivers. There, you could have all
your current smog devices
removed and a simple $50 carburetor installed.
As you drove away, you would
have a car that meets the 1975
auto emission standards you
wouldn’t be producing any smog
at all. And, in addition, you’d
double, if not triple, the miles you
get from a gallon of gasoline.
The only problem, if you did
this, the State of California would
most certainly consider you a
criminal and would probably fine
you severely, if not throw you in
jail.
There is nothing wrong with the
device. It is not dangerous. It is
admitted by the only nine
laboratories in the nation which
test for smog that it is totally
effective. And, it is a lot cheaper
than the hang -on devices
currently peddled by the auto
industry, and required by law.
And, it is a lot less expensive
than the huge and cumbersome

would have us believe. Environmentalists simply recognize the
need to control growth in order to
preserve the air, land and water
resources necessary to sustain life
on earth.
They question whether progress
for the sake of progress is always
good, especially when it involves
putting a further burden upon the
caring capacity of the earth.
The environmental movement is
not something new to this time, no
more than the real source of the
energy crisis.
In fact, it has been scientists and
environmentalists who have been
warning for more than 20 years
that the world’s consumption of
energy as well as other commodities would eventually exceed
available resources.
These same people became
alarmed long ago when they
realized the threat human beings
were posing to their own existence
by polluting the earth.
Environmentalists have
achieved many victories in the
form of legislation and better
environmental attitudes since the
first earth day back in 1970 when
ecology became the word of the
year.
Much more happened in the
1970s, though. People throughout
the world joined those who had
become aware long ago that the
earth is a finite entity, and already
we have exploited it too much.
This knowledge, and the
of
endetermination
vironmentalists to spread the word
to others can not be destroyed. The
environmental movement will
survive the energy crisis and will
grow and continue to be a viable
force in our society.
As long as there is a world, there
will always be the life and death
fight to preserve it.
devices which may cost up to
$1,000 which will be peddled to the
public beginning with the 1975
cars, and which, admittedly, do
not work very well and will not
meet the ’75 standards.
This reporter traveled to
Torrance to find out why the Air

Editor:
Once upon a time there was a
Spartan Daily reporter by the
name of Joanne Gribble who had
the magic power of covering events
and meetings without actually
attending them! You see, she had
been to so many of those meetings
that she could actually imagine
what was going to be said and done.
Once in a while, though, she would
goof and get caught red handed.
Last Dec. 19 was one of those
times.
On that day, the Daily carried a
comment by Joanne Gribble on the
"A.S. Council Follies" but Joanne
Gribble has attended the A.S.
Council meetings only twice this
year (to my and several other
council members’ memory).
Several inaccuracies in her article
clearly point to this fact. She
refers, for example, to the A.S.
Council as meeting "when they can
get a quorum," meaning that it
often does not have a quorum. The
fact is that this year the A.S.

When some points are unclear we
do ask for a recess so the matter
can be discussed. We feel this is
more intelligent than abstaining
from voting as is the usual practice
of many non-TWC members of
council.
Joanne Gribble’s commentary
tries to portray TWC members as
sheep led along by a few
shepherds. Such slanderous
statements by one ever-absent
reporter, however, can hardly but
reinforce the unity of the Third
World Coaltion on A.S. Council.
Finally, I would like to encourage the Spartan Daily to keep
its watchdog attitude towards the
A.S. This is needed to protect the
students’ interest. I only hope the
comments and reports are based
on actual knowledge rather than,
as in Joanne Gribble’s case, on
heresay ( or imagination!).
Firouz Sedarat
A.S. Council Member (TWC)

Guest Room

’Anderson project unwise’
Les How n tree
Dr. Rowntree is an SJSU assistant professor of
geography and is active in local urban and environmental issues.
Continued urban sprawl or controlled growth is the
issue in the controversial lake Anderson project
coming before the San Jose Planning Commission
Wednesday, Jan. 16,
Oceanic California, Inc. is pressing the city to
authorize zoning and provide urban services to a
proposed 5,000-home tract around remote Lake
Anderson reservoir, east of Morgan Hill, some 20
miles from central San Jose.
This project would violate the far-sighted urban
development policy which the city approved several
years ago specifically to prevent such leap-frog
development.
The policy defines two areas in the city’s sphere of
influence: the Urban Reserve area is set aside while
growth is encouraged in the Urban Development area
where city services already exist.
The lake Anderson project is at the southernmost
tip of the Urban Reserve area, some 8 miles from the
operated by Pollution Controls
Industries, Inc., this reporter
witnessed a new Pinto on a test
track. It barely used gasoline.
Emission meters plugged into the
exhaust showed absolutely no
reading for auto emissions or
NOX emissions ( oxides of

Pat Michaels
Capitol New, Service
Resources Board had banned the
carburetor and, in effect, ordered
the California Highway Patrol to
arrest or cite anyone who was
found to have the device on his
car. The CHP’s position is that the
law requires you to have specific
smog devices, and if you don’t,
you will be busted.
And even though this device
may reduce auto emmissions and
increase mileage, the law, in
effect, says you can’t have it.
At the small machine shop

Council has not had a quorum
exactly once! She also proves her
lack of knowledge (due to nonattendance) when she refers to El
Centro Cultural de la Gente (a
Chicano community center in San
Jose) as a Mexican Christmas
pageant!
Joanne’s article does not stop
there, though. She embarks on an
attack against myself and other
Third World Coalition (TWC)
members on the A.S. Council. She
claims to know ( again by her
strong ESP, I presume! (that TWC
members don’t know how to vote
on issues unless they are told how
to during a caucus meeting. The
facts are that the Third World
Coalition
is
a
democratic
organization where every member
takes part in the decision making.
Elected to council with a
progressive and Third World
program, the TWC has attempted
to analyze every issue on the basis
of the TWC program and
philosophy and vote accordingly.

nitrogen). The car seemed to
h ve exceptional horsepower
4h1 ich dropped measureably
en its normal carburetor and
smog devices were returned.
And, the needles on the emission
meters went wild, then.
The Kendig device was invented by a short, wirey man
named Willard Z. Kendig a guy
who’s been around cars most of
his life. And, he explained, his
device is simple. It is so simple, it
is made of only 105 parts, while

southern Urban Development area boundary. The
policy will become meaningless if the project wins
approval.
The building industry is anxiously awaiting this
decision, for if the Planning Commission shows it can
compromise the policy, the developers will press for
further exceptions. The result will be continued
sprawl and the checkerboard landscape of the 1950s
will east up more open space.
The project will have a significant impact on the
local environment, the wisdom of allowing another
auto-oriented bedroom community to spring up in the
smoggy, fuel-short valley is questionable, and the
project will certainly trigger further development in
the South County.
Since sprawl extracts its toll from everyone, the
campus community will be affected. We ask your
support in opposing the project. Attend the Planning
Commission meeting, Wednesday, Jan. 16, in the
council chambers, 2nd floor, San Jose City Hall. It’s
important to have a large turn-out to show broad
resistance against Lake Anderson.

the normal carburetor on our
vehicles was 318.
Yet, Kendig’s device delivers a
precise amount of fuel to the
engine, he says, has automatic
compensation for altitude and
eliminates the need for a choke,
accelerator pump, multiple
circuits, needle valves and jets.
And, it never stalls, achieving
constant acceleration from idle to
full throttle, he says without
hesitation.
Why, then, can’t you buy the
device for your car without being
considered a criminal in
California.
First, the company won’t sell
you one, because it doesn’t want
to be a party to any trouble you
might get into. But, more importantly, Kendig president Haig
Marashlian believes his device is
being "closed out" by what he
calls the "big four automobile
manufacturers." He hints darkly
that the auto industry wants to
zap the public the 8300 to $1,600
the prposed systems to meet the
’75 standards will cost.
And, he says, his device "only
cost 81.5 million to develop while

the auto industry has spent $24
million to develop a device that
still won’t work." He says the
auto industry engineers have put
a blackout on his device "because
we did, for far less money, what
they haven’t been able to do."
And, until
recently, he
suggests, the oil industry wasn’t
too happy about any kind of gas
saving device.
At the machine shop, at the
time this reporter was there, was
an angry and frustrated Los
Angeles County Supervisor,
James Hayes. He watched the
emission control meters with
amazement. Hayes was elected to
office on an anti-smog platform.
"I’m going to do what I can to
bring pressure about to make this
device available to the public," he
said.
Meanwhile, boxes and crates of
the Kendig carburetors stood
against the wall, ready to end
smog for the cars on which they’d
be installed, and ready to better
mileage.
But you can’t have one. Neither
can I. Not without being a
criminal.
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News Briefs

Columnist calls energy crisis ’fraud’

From The Associated Press
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Claims oil companies

Chapin request

San
will
on -

given advantages

WASHINGTON - Dwight Chapin, the former Nixon aide,
has requested that his trial for perjury be moved out of the
nation’s capital. Chapin made his request in a written
petition to Federal Judge Gerhard Gesell.
Chapin is charged with six counts of perjury before the
Watergate grand jury when he denied having knowledge of
the activities of political saboteur Donald Segretti. Segretti
has admitted he was hired by Chapin.
Chapin cited fears of not receiving a fair trial as his reason
for requesting the change of venue. His trial is scheduled to
begin April 1.

Sr

Despite the investigative
trend in Watergate, the press
is still a cream puff, according to Brit Hume, investigative reporter for
Washington columnist Jack
Anderson, and the energy
crisis is an example of the
fraud being played on the
public.

Arab threatens U.S.
it

KUWAIT - Kuwait Foreign Minister Sabah el Ahmed was
quoted yesterday as saying, "We have wired our oil fields
with a mind belt that would demolish them all at a moment’s
notice if the United States attempts a military invasion."
The threat, made in an interview with a local newspaper,
was in answer to Defense Secretary James Schlesinger’s
statement that the oil embargo would increase public
demand in the U.S. for military intervention.
El Ahmed was quoted as saying, "I would like to caution
the United States against such an irresponsible action, the
consequences of which would definitely not serve the interests of its initiator."
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Marty Gatewood Hoff

Reporter Brit Hume
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SACRAMENTO - Clay Mitchell, a member of the State
Board of Education, asked Gov. Ronald Reagan yesterday
not to reappoint him and said the board had become a rubber
stamp for "policies loaded with progressive socialism."
In an open letter to Reagan, Mitchell, who would leave the
board when his four-year term expires Jan. 15, said the
"Philosophy of the board has radically changed since 1970 as
new appointments have been made."
He did not mention Wilson Riles, state superintendent of
public instruction, Board President Newton Steward or any
other board members by name.
The letter also said, "Educational sociology replaces
educational excellence as a goal ... the board has ceased to be
a policy-making body. It has become a rubber stamp, active
principally in endorsing and approving policies created
elsewhere and brought to it - policies loaded with
progressive socialism."
Mitchell did not specify what he meant by "progressive
socialism."
Mitchell, from South Laguna, has been an outspoken
backer of conservative viewpoints on the 10 member board.
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Energy bills expected
WASHINGTON - Sen. Henry M. Jackson, chairman of the
Senate Interior Committee, plans to introduce a package of
energy legislation which, among other things, would place
major oil companies under federal chartering and
regulation, a Jackson aide said yesterday.
The aide said Jackson would introduce his legislation
shortly after Congress reconvenes Jan. 21 and the Senate
begins debate on the pending emergency energy legislation.
The Jackson legislation would include reform of industry
tax laws, a requirement that all major oil companies come
under federal chartering and regulation, and full public
disclosure by the oil companies of their reserves, profits,
stocks and operations.
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Nixon invites oil
states to summit
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SAN CLEMENTE, Calif.
(AP) - President Nixon,
inviting foreign ministers of
eight oil-consuming countries to a Washington conference next month, said
today the energy shortage
unleash
-threatens to
political and economic
forces that could cause
severe and irreparable
damage to the prosperity
and stability of the world."
The Western White House
made public the text of
separate letters sent by
Nixon to governments of oilconsuming countries, inviting them to the Feb. 11
Washington conference, and
to major oil -producing
countries to inform them of
the meeting.
In the letter to the heads of
government of six European
countries plus Japan and
Canada, Nixon used much
stronger language saying
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that the global energy
situation has produced "an
historic crossroad" in which
nations "face a fundamental
choice that can profoundly
affect the structure of international political and
economic relations for the
remainder of the century."

Transcript
requests
Requests for transcripts
with final grades for the fall
semester are being accepted
by the Registrar’s Office at
window six, according to
Betty Shank, supervisor of
the transcript section.
be
will
Transcripts
processed and mailed approximately three to four
weeks after the end of the
semester, she said.
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The press bought the
story hook, line, and sinker,"
explained Hume, in a speech
at Campbell High School.
Hume has just completed
studying massive numbers
of federal files for a New
York Times article.

He said he believed the
crisis existed until he began
reading the facts on oil
production, importation and
new deposits.
Hume listed several advantages given U.S. oil
companies, including limited
importation from foreign
countries with cheaper oil
oil
depletion
an
and
allowance on taxation. He
explained the 1950s law
allowing U.S. companies tax
credits for any foreign oil
purchased by the U.S.
government.
All these advantages are
given in the name of national

administration, the press is
not fully investigating issues
like the energy crisis, he
added.
"The press has been
taking the bows," Hume
explained, "the president
and ex-vice president have
been taking gasps. But the
freedom of the press has
been taking blows."
before
Censorship
publication is also becoming
a reality, he said, describing
a book by two former
security man which is being
censored by the CIA for
national security reasons.
The CIA has ordered 340
deletions, although many of
these are facts which have
already appeared in public
newspapers.
"The Supreme Court
seldom accepts these cases
to rule on which, Hume said,
may be good for the press
since the Nixon court would
probably be unfavorable to
the media anyway.

Amelia Earhart--an early feminist

Japan to invest in oil
TEHRAN, IRAN-Japan is to invest in a 500,000-barrel-day
Iranian oil refinery, it was announced here yesterday.
Production of the $2 billion refinery, which will also feed a
chemical refinery, will go to Japan, Iranian officials
disclosed, following the departure of Japan’s minister of
international trade and industry, Yasuhiro Nakasone.
Officials added that Japan will participate in a $900 million
petrochemical plant project for which the Japanese firms
Mitsui and Mitsuibishi have already signed joint agreements
with Iran.

security, he said, to keep the
U.S. from depending on
foreign produc rs for oil.
But last winter, when fuel
shortages became noticeable
the companies did not return
any favors to the American
people,
Hume
said.
Refineries were not run at
full capacity as the government had requested, and
companies imported only
one-third the foreign oil they
were allowed to.
He sees the Mideast embargo as part of the fraud for
higher
prices
since
American oil executives
operate
many
wells,
especially in Iran. Storage of
oil is increasing, he added.
The government has no
independent figures on the
amount of oil, and the oil
companies won’t tell.
Being caught up in the
dramatic revelations of
Watergate, the resignation
of Agnew, and the ut.popularity of the Nixon

By Kathy Rengstorff
"Amelia Earhart was a
feminist," said Dr. Billie B.
Jensen, SJSU professor of
political science, who is
researching the feminist
angle of the famed woman
pilot’s life.
"Amelia first came to
fame in 1928 as the only
woman to fly the Atlantic
Ocean. She flew with a male
navigator and pilot and later
commented, ’I was just a
piece of baggage," Dr.
Jensen stated.
However, Earhart successfully piloted her own
plane across the Atlantic
four years later, landing in
Ireland, and became the
second person to complete
the flight.
In addition, she was the
first person to solo from the
United States to Hawaii and
Mexico.
"The people who wrote
about Amelia wrote about
her exploits and denied her
femininity," Dr. Jensen
stated.
"People assumed she was
mannish because most
pictures showed her in
dungarees. But she was

glamorous and modeled
clothes designed with her
approval," said Dr. Jensen.
To denote Earhart’s advanced feminist attitude, Dr.
Jensen spoke of the pilot’s
marriage. "Amelia was
involved in a very modern
marriage to George Palmer
Putnam, a family member of
Putnam Publishing Company.
"Before the marriage, she
wrote a letter to her future
husband saying she would
continue with her career and
if the marriage failed to
work under those conditions,
partners would go their own
way at the end of one year,"
Dr. Jensen said.
The marriage remained
intact until Earhart’s death.
In addition to stressing
independence in her own life,
Earhart worked hard to gain
equality for other women.
"She worked hard to get
the Department of Commerce ( which controlled
aviation) to hire women,
worked hard for women
candidates and supported
the National Women’s Party.
"Amelia was also very
much interested in the way

women were educated. She
though classes such as those
offered
in
mechanical
training and industrial arts
would be open to women,"
Dr. Jensen stated.
At the time of her death,
Earhart was educational
assistant
at
Indiana’s
Purdue University.
Flying,
however,
remained
Earhart’s
foremost
interest
and
because of her fame in this
field she became a friend of
Eleanor Roosevelt.
The first lady, who had
never flown, was "taken up"
by Earhart and became so
enthusiastic she decided to
take flying lessons.
"She took the required
physical,
but
FDR
( President Franklin Delano
Roosevelt) stopped the
flying - probably because of
the difficulties involved with
Secret Service agents, etc.,"
Dr. Jensen said.
Earhart’s career ended
July 1, 1937 when her airplane
disappeared
somewhere
near
the
Howland Islands in the
Pacific Ocean while she was
trying to fly around the

world near the equator.
There were theories about
her serving as a spy and
dying in a Japanese prison
camp, according to Dr.
Jensen, who said "Many
people believe she is still
alive."
The Federal Bureau of
Investigation
files
on
Earhart’s disappearance
were turned over recently to
Paul Briand, author of
several Earhart books,
according to Dr. Jensen.
Briand’s information will
hopefully clear up some of
the discrepancies, regarding
Amelia’s death, Dr. Jensen
said.
A woman pilot, in a much
more modern airplane,
made the same trip as
Earhart a few years ago and
proved the strong possibility
of Earhart’s death.
Anne Pellegrino said the
trip was hazardous and
Earhart probably died.
Dr. Jensen, who was
graduated
from
the
University of Colorado at
Boulder with a BA, MA and
PHD in History, said she
became
interested
in
Earhart when she (Dr.

Jensen) began flying a Piper
Cherokee 180 in 1966.
She accumulated 40 hours
of flying time, 20 of them
solo, but said she has not
flown for quite some time
because of the expense and
lack of flying facilities.
Dr. Jensen has researched
and published several works.
She wrote an article on
"Woman’s Suffrage" in 1964
and researched "Woman’s
Rights," for which she

received a grant to study in
Colorado, 1970-71.
Dr. Jensen completed a
review article on a book a
about Philip Dru, adviser to
President Woodrow Wilson,
and analyzed the influence
he
exercized
on
the
presidency.
She said she did not know
when the Earhart study
would be completed or where
she would submit it for
publication.

Applications accepted
for A.S. committees
sonnet Board and must then
be approved by the A.S.
Council.
Those chosen will be expected to submit monthly
reports to the A.S. president
on the activity of his-her
committee and are encouraged to discuss their
involvement with fellow
students.
For further information
see Farley in the A.S. office
on the top level of the S.U.

for
29
Applications
positions
on
student
government committees are
being
accepted,
Leon
Farley, A.S. personnel
director, said today.
Available positions include:
Undergraduate
Studies (7 ), registration (5)
improvement of instruction
(11), library (4) and budget
committee (2).
All applicants will be
screened by the A.S. Per-
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Bay Area residents live under
constant threat of temblors

Free Large Pizza
Bring this AD
to
TOM & JERRY’S LITTLE PIZZA SHOP
1054 Story Rd., San Jose, 297-9669

By Mark Vining
Special to the Daily
San Francisco Bay Area
residents - consciously or
not - recognize that they are
living under the constant
threat of a major earthquake.
"Remember, we are not
talking about a remote
possibility," cautioned
Senator Alfred E. Alquist,
chairman of the California
Legislature’s Joint Com.mittee on Seismic Safety.
"A great earthquake, such
as that in San Francisco in
1906, apparently occurs
every 60 to 100 years along
the Sah Andreas system," he
told a hearing on seismic
rise
hazards to high
buildings in the Area held in
late 1972.
Structural Engineer Karl
Steinbrugge, quoting
Federal Government studies
showing that 10,000 deaths
could occur in the event of a

maximum credible earthquake in the Bay Area,
placed the blame for this loss
on earthquake hazardous
buildings.
Alquist’s committee cited
these facts:
Less than 20 per cent of
building designs are checked
by competent engineers. Of
those that are checked, half
do not meet seismic safety
standards.
Failure to meet the
present safety codes stems
from inadequate funding for
building inspection and a
"hack attitude on the part of
some professionals."
With
proper
coordination, substantial increases in
earthquake
resistance can be achieved
with little increase in cost.
The ground upon which a
building is erected is also a
factor in its resisting a
tembler,
Bolton
Seed,
chairman of the Department

DRIVE-INS
MON.-FR1, Open CIS
SAT.SUN. Oven 8,41
Show Starts at

Spartaguide
TODAY
ENGLISH DEPT. SEMINAR with
Flarabara Gelpi, English at noon in the
Faculty Club Library
FRIDAY FLICKS presenLs ’ !hely Harry"
at 7 pm and 10 pm in Morris Dailey
Auditorium Admission Is 50 cents
SJSU DRAMA features ’Drearn Play" by
Stridberg at 8 p m in the Studio Theatre
Admission m SO cents for students and Si
general
CONCERTI The Opera Workship will
present The Mikado" by Gilbert and
Sullivan at 8 IS p m in the Concert Hall
Admission mil for students and 12 general

of Civil Engineering at the
University of California at
Berkeley, told the Joint
Committee on Seismic
Safety. Soil will lose its
strength
after
intense
shaking, Seed said, causing
the structure at the site to
sink and sometimes tilt.
The San Francisco and
Oakland airports and port
authorities are all built on
"hydraulic" land fills, he
testified, which can liquefy
as a result of a quake.
Two concurrent dangers
exist in buildings which have
been struck by major earthquakes, fire and elevator
failure.
Robert
Bishop,
fire
marshall of San Francisco,
appeared before the seismic
hazard hearing to elaborate
on the problem of fire
resulting from a quake.
Bishop gave evidence that
more complicated structural

DRAMA: -Comedy is a Three way Street."
a collection of one act plays by Hobert
7.ararone. will be presented at 7pm and 10
pm at the Old Town Theatre, 50 Universi
Ave , lain Gatos Admission is $2 Sponsored
by the BBB Theatre Group and the Santa
Clara V I/ Awareness Assn, ration
PHI KAPPA PHI meets at 1 p in in the
Music Eaculty room 113
DANCE: The Centro Cultural and the 11:11’

will sponsor a Benefit Dance featuring
’Underground Railroad" at 9 p00 in the
!Anna Prieta Ballroom
HILLEI. will hold a Shabbat dinner at 8 30
pm followed by services at Congregation
Beth 1/ v d in Saratoga

AUTO INSURANCE
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FOR THE LOWEST INSURANCE RATES
ON YOUR CAR OR MOTORCYCLE,
COME SEE US.
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PRE LAW STUDENTS
Register now for February 1,SA7’ Review
Course to Maximize your LSAT Score
Instruction exclusively in exam -taking techniques
used successfully by California Pre -Law Students.
Taught in Berkeley by practicing lawyers
Course for Feb. 9 LSAT starts Jan. 23. Costs $85
For complete information call today - (415) 254-7045
Or write P.O.Box 54, Orinda, CA 94563

PUBLIC NOTICE
A.S. Program Board Needs Your Ideas For
CAMPUS ENTERTAINMENT & FORUMS
Invest Your Views In What Should
Be Happening On This Campus This Year
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Ellcabeth Taylor
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/
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Get a Free Large Pizza with the
purchase of a large pizza.

design and the high density
of buildings in the city
centers have added to the
fire threat. Possible sources
of danger, he said, include
damage
to
electrical
systems, breakage of gas
lines, and the spread of fire
from building to building.
The ability of fire fighters to
control blazes after water
supplies have been damaged
and to reach higher floors of
burning buildings would be
impaired, he pointed out.
The total evacuation of a
high rise building may be
inappropriate or impossible,
Bishop maintained.

Rated "R"

"SAVAGE ABDUCTION"
"MANIACS ON WHEELS"

"We need student suggestions to program events next year.
Come to our table on the third floor of the Union January 8-11
from 10-4:00 pm. Help us help you"...Camin Gammon, Program
Board Director.

"HELP US HELP YOU"
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Metal works excite
Fine Arts
with textures, colors ,Reflections’ loses effect
and colors that are unconventional to say the least.
These exciting pieces are
currently
on
display,
through Jan. 23, in the S.U.

By Terry Brinkerhoff
informal
loose,
The
qualities of Craig Miller’s
sculptures give rise to an
unending variety of objects

Miller’s bronze sculpture

Art Gallery.
Clack achieves a tranAlthough his works are sparent depth of everuntitled, Miller gives each changing patterns. These
bronze, aluminum and rod fascinating metal illusions
iron creation a different are hung in different
quality all of its own. His directions allowing light to
expressions of creativity generate through their
range from life-like bronze surface.
baby faces to freewheeling
Sandy
Lesnewsky’s
growths that reach and electronic plexiglass jewelry
stretch in all directions.
fill the outer display cases of
He possesses his own the gallery.
unique style of composition.
Lesnewsky’s necklaces
Long slender tubes surround
one wall sculpture and add involve natural instead of
another aspect to his work. faceted stones. Her colorful
Through the use of light designs are greatly inreflections, surface features fluenced by the American
jump out at the viewer with Indians. Stones are taken
bold intensity while dark from their natural setting
underlying curves remain and attached to silver
backings. These backings
hidden.
Silican Bronze is another are then connected to long,
substance the artist uses for slender silver rods.
photoa smooth patina, giving
Environmental
several works an antique graphs created by students of
appearance.
photography
instructor
Miller admits there is no Charles Sanders add another
planned approach to his dimension to the gallery
pieces. He works spon- exhibit.
Kathy Beilby’s scene is an
taneously with a variety of
torch techniques.
illusionary
setting
of
Pounds of bronze are tranquil waters overlapping
melted down in his blast visions of parked cars. A
furnace. Then he forms sand crude
parking
meter
and wax molds which take on dominates the foreground of
the exterior features of the the print while seagulls float
sculpture.
casually into the horizon.
Sharing floor space with
Terry Evan’s picture
Miller’s sculptures are the provides an excellent conscreen paintings of Wayne trast between harsh cliffside
Clack.
rocks and billows of fog
By placing a glazed screen nestled around shaded
over an acrylic canvas, areas.

Exhibition on loan

Rare etchings portray epics
"Classical

Narratives

in

Master Drawings," an
exhibition of 40 sketches and
diagrams, based on classical
myths, epics and historical
events, gives the SJSU
viewer a chance to interpret
art which relates to ancient
Greek and Roman legends.
This rarely seen series,
created by 16th-19th Century
artists, is being shown,
through Jan. 24, in the SJSU
Art Gallery.
Students from U.C. Davis
and the staff of the F. B.
Gallery,
Art
Crocker
Sacramento, have worked

closely together to evaluate,
compile and cata:og the
entire collection. This
researched
manuscript
accompanies the exhibit and
is a visual aid to the
historical facts behind each
scene.
Prof. Seymour Howard,
art historian from Davis,
guided the students contributions and has edited the
entire exhibit catalog.
According to the catalog,
the drawing "Silenus and
Winemakers" was created
between (1527-301. Silenus,
the son of Pan and the eldest
of the satyrs. was usually
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represented in Antiquity as a
little old man with a potbelly, bald head, snub nose
and hairy body. As tutor and
constant companion of
Dionysus, he wondered
through the world, accompanied by nymphs and
satrys, carrying the vine to
distant places."
Classical myths like,
"Hercules and Mars-Scipio
Leading
Minerva
to
Immortality" or "The Fall
of the Titans" are just a few
of the scenes included in the
collection.
These original drawings
were intially assays and
diagrams made by craftsmen for studio use or
documents illustrating more
ambitious projects.

Loose sheets, bundles and
rough sketches were kept in
the workshops of the masters
for study or duplication and
enlargement by apprentices.
families,
Wealthy
academies and private individuals avidly began to
collect these personal and
precious works as examples
of the great masters hand.
In 1870, Judge Edwin
Bryant Crocker was on tour
in Europe and purchased the
art collection for his home in
Sacramento. Hidden there
and ubpublisized until 1935,
the drawings have just
recently been offered for
exhibition in major art
museums, galleries, colleges
and universities throughout
California. T.B.

Jazz Faire
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A Jazz Faire will be staged
at San Jose City College in
co-sponsorship with Santa
Clara Valley Music Merchants Association all day
Saturday, Jan. 19. The Faire
will climax with a jazz
concert at 8 p.m. staring the
San Jose City College Studio

Segovia

51 NORTH SAN PEDRO
Where Spaghetti can be fun
a complete dinner for $1.95
hours Mon-Thur 5-10 pm
Fri -Sat 5-12pm Sun 4- lOpm
San Jose Calif

Phone 288-7488

Andres Segovia performs
his annual Bay Area recital
Sunday, Jan. 20 at 2:30 p.m.
in the Masonic Auditorium,
San Francisco.
Segovia first appeared on
stage 67 years ago at the age
of 14. He is considered
responsible for making
classical guitar "respectable
on the concert stage."
Ticket information is
available through First
Concerts,
American
i 415 )495-0410.

Jazz Ensemble and the best
group of the day’s performances.
Trombonist Bill Watrous
will be guest soloist. The
music of numerous junior
and high school bands will be
featured during the day.
Tickets to the evening
concert may be purchased at
the door. Admission to the
day activities is free.

announces the opening of enrollment for
its Winter Semester

By Lori Raids
The
aesthetics
of
photography
and
the
forgotten identity a person
tries to recapture through
poetry is lost when presented
in rhetorical form.
The purpose of Lori and
Salinas’
book,
Fidel
"Reflections" disappeared
somewhere between the first
and the fifth pages.
While Ms. Salinas poured
explicit
and
emotions
feelings into the free-versed
poety, the theme running
throughout every poem was
pathetically the same - that
of love.
Rod McKuen once began
as a poet and ended up a notso-famous writer with a
whimsical air of triteness
about him. He couldn’t
escape from the emotional

FRIDAY
Music
Concert
Hall
Building, SJSU - Gilbert and
Sullivann’s "The Mikado,"
San Jose State Opera
Workshop, directed by Dr.
Edwin Dunning. Program
begins at 8:15 p.m. with
Saturday’s operetta at 8:30
p.m. and Jan. 13th show at 3
and 8:15 p.m.
Winterland, San Francisco
-- Jerry Garcia, Merle
and
Waylon
Saunders
Jennings, Show starts at 8
p.m. Tickets are $4 in advance and $5 at the door.
Dinkelspiel
Auditorium,
Stanford University
-Flautist Alexander Hawley
and
pianist
Kenneth
Ziegenfuss. Concert begins
at 8 p.m.
Palo Alto Community
Theater, Palo Alto -Guitarist William Snowden.
Music starts at 8 p.m.

photos were entirely too dark
on such white, coarse paper.
Many of them were "mug
shots," reminiscent of the
types of photos found in
family albums - which, of
course has little, if any,
meaning for the reader.
The title of the book, above
all was misleading. Though
these poems were meant to
bring meaning and understanding to the reader’s
mind, they had meaning hr
only one person -- Ms.
Salinas.
Poetry often contains a
universal
message,
something to be shared with
fellow persons.
Hence, the title should
have been "People" and left
the reader more up in the air
than he was after reading
meaningless poems with
photos to follow.

Hall, San Francisco - Malo,
with Pablo Cruize. Music
starts at 9 p.m.

Keystone
Francisco Mountain
Gatos -Brothers.

(Please print)
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The Christian Science Monitor!
Box 125 Astor Station
Boston, Massachusetts 02123 ,t

Flint Center, De Anza
College -- The Ballet
Folklorico
of
Mexico.
Program begins at 8:30 p.m.
Tickets are 63.50, $4.50, $5.50
and $6.50.
Campus Theater, SJCC The San Jose City College
Concert Band performs a
musical review of the 1930s,
40s and 50s. Directed by Dr.
Clifford Hansen, this event is
open to the public without
charge.
Great American Music

See tIIC

Live Entertainment
Every Thursday and Friday
Now open Saturday

Korner, San
Ester Phillips.
Charlies, Los
The Morgan

00 ...in.

Original Sam’s, San Jose Jango. Music starts at 9 p.m.
Andy Capp’s, Sunnyvale Eros.
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Freight and Salvage,
Berkeley - Rosalie Sorrels.
Show begins at 9 pin.
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San lose, Ciiiiiornia

-Campbell
Garret,
Original Childhood’s End
and The Paul Blake Trio.

Early Semester Break

SKI SALE
’ALL A & T SKI RACKS 30% off
(Compact, Standard, 240Z, & Porsche)

Compact reg. $35.95 now 821.95
240Z reg. 39.95 now

27.95

ALL SKI POLES 20% off
LAST YEARS SKI BOOTS 1/2 off
Koflach

reg. 865.95 now

Kastinger reg. 64.95

now

833.00
32.00

(Limited Offer)

LAST YEARS SKIS
LIPSTICKS & NAIL

(All Skis are 200cm, 204cm, 205, 207, 210)

GLOSSES by TUSSY
50C each
Shades)

Kastle CPM 70 reg. $160 now 860.00
Kastle CPM Special reg. 8170 now 70.00
K-2Three 72/73 reg. 8160 now 860.00
K2 -Fours 72/73 reg. 180 now 80.00

SPRAY COLOGNE

BINDINGS - Installed
Fts itie 44i

’Fou jours

$4.50

no

saim !!!!!
$2.50

502 72/73 reg. 869.00 now $45.00

Salomon 144 72/73 reg. 49.95 now 35.00
Cretch 61)

reg. 860.00 now 830A)0

EYE COLORING PENCILS

Tyrolia Clix Diagonal

have at least 60 semester units of undergraduate credit
from an accredited institution of higher learning.

by Max Factor

Look Nevada/Grand Prix

only

$2.00

"A NON-PROFIT INSTITUTION"

rerSitti

Name

Sdo Jost: of hgaile days,
cans. electric towers
Loki Kcystwie KOrs,

Call or write for an application form and brochure
outlining the Ocean University curriculum Applicants must

OCe4ilfq

Tes. 111 invest $1.25 in my litters.
for 4 months of The Christian
Science Monitor.
Bill me later
Payment enclosed

Come Low{

Korner,
Keystone
Berkeley - The Sons of
Champlin and Terrible
Aminos.

Bodega, Campbell - The
one and only Cold Blood for
two night engagement.
Music starts at 9 p.m.

BEAUTY-AIDS
Special Offer

reg.

ONO

and as a result his poetry
became, to say the least,
very dull.
After all, there is more in
this world than the extremities of love and war.
"Reflections" is a blend of
e.e. cumrnings’ free verse
and McKuen’s sing-songy
love renditions. And, like
water and oil, they do not
mix.
Photos accompanying Ms.
Salinas’ poems were taken
by her husband, Fidel, an
instructor in the Industrial
Studies Department.
Their impact and meaning
was frequently interrupted
by distracting objects such
as telephone poles and
parking signs.
Whether
it
was
reproduction or simply poor
quality of photography, tne

Nightlife

evening Classes -exceptional faculty
full four-year program -reasonable tuition

730 West Nodding Street
San Jose 95110
(408) 998-4114

The Christian Science
Monitor can help.
It keeps you squarely
in the center of the bold
and exciting, the important trends of thought.
It gives a firsthand.
close-in view of the
world’s struggles and
achievements. You see
where you fit in - things
you can do.
The Monitor doesn’t
do your thinking for you.
In a quick readable style
it gives you the facts to
form your own decisions.
News, commentary,
the arts, politics, science,
fashion, sports, business:
the Monitor is an exciting daily newspaper
(Monday - Friday). Less
than 10C a copy on your
special rate.

through rhetorical poems

(Color Coordinated
A C ean
NI VerSinj
V COLLEGE
OF LAW
io VVEST HEDDING S ISLET SAN JOSE

If you’re not sure
what’s out there,
how can you
know where
you’re going or
how to get there?

TENTH ST. PHARMACY
10th & SANTA CLARA
294-9131

reg. 65.00 now 12.00
reg. 70.00 now 12.00

SALE ONLY GOOD UNTIL SEMESTER BREAK

COPE McPHETRES
2931 EL CAMINO SANTA CLARA
94 Dolly; Thurs.-Fri. 9-9; Closed Sunday
243-2111
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Mini and pocket
computers begin
to haunt classes
and study halls

By Joyce Yamashita
The slide rule, once a necessity for any engineering,
science or math student worth his salt, has an expensive
competitor on campus.
The electronic mint-computer and the pocket calculator,
which can perform 24 functions and costs up to $400, is
beginning to haunt classrooms and study halls.
"Last semester, two out of 30 students used caluclators in
one of the engineering classes," said Paul Fleckser, an SJSU
civil engineering major. This semester 10 people showed up
with them- and nine of those were the over-$300 models."
Fleckser, who wears his $400 model in a case attached to
his belt, said his homework time was cut in more than half
because of the calculator.
Fleckser said his professors allow the calculator in class,
except for one "new" professor who will ban it for finals.
But, he said, calculators are allowed on engineering
registration exams, an engineer-in-training exam, and a

state exam that all engineering students must take.
Mathematics Department Chairman, Dr. Gerald Preston,
said his department has no policy regarding calculators in
the classroom.
"Nobody that I know of has brought up the issue," he said.
"Most of us I instructors) arrange tests so there’s not a lot of
use of the calculators. My own feeling is that a calculator
device in my exams would be more of a hindrance than a
help."
Dr. Fred Holmstrom, Physics Department chairman, also
said there was no departmental policy on calculators, but
regulations would be up to individual instructors.
Holstrom, who allows calculators in his general physics
classes, has noticed more use of them by students. "In my
own classes, typically, one out of five students may have one,
although three out of four students still use the slide rule," he
said.
"Slide rules are normally accepted in the Physics

Department and I don’t consider the calculator as a device
for "cheating," he said.
Harry Wineroth, manager of Spartan Bookstore, said the
calculator business was going "quite well."
In the past year, more than 300 calculators have been sold,
and two-thirds of those were in the $300 bracket. "We had one
four-function model ( add, subtract, multiply and divide only )
that was very inexpensive, but students were interested in a
more sophisticated model and didn’t buy them so we
discontinued selling that model," he said.
Wineroth said mostly male students in engineering,
science and psychology bought the calculators, although
female students like to fiddle with the models displayed in the
bookstore.
"A funny thing that sometimes happens is when a student
comes rushing in the bookstore with a bunch of papers, does a
bunch of problems on the calculators and rushes back out-on
his way to class," he said.

Sun brightens energy scene
By Gary Hiraki
For years nuclear plants
have played an important
part in lighting homes and
operating appliances. But
because of the current
energy crisis who would
guess that the sun has been
under observation to find out
its usefulness for energy?
Solar energy, a relatively
new and innovative concept,
has already been tested by
scientists who claim the
sun’s rays may provide a
new source of energy.
Dr. A. Eggers of the
National Science Foundation
(NSF) testified before the
Senate Interior Committee
by saying:
"Solar energy is an
essentially inexhaustible
source potentially capable of
meeting a significant portion
of the nation’s future energy
needs with a minimum of
adverse environmental
consequences ... The indications are that solar
energy is the most promising

of the unconventional energy
sources."
Some scientists figure
solar energy to be one of the
most ideal methods of
energy gathering. Some two
trillion kilowatt-hours (kwh)
of electrical energy were
consumed in the U.S. in 1970.
Recorded solar energy in
U.S. deserts averages some
2,000 kwh per year per
square meter or two billion
caolories per year per
square meter (a caolorie is
the amount of heat needed to
raise the temperature of one
gram of water one degree
centigrade).
The idea is that solar
energy could be tapped with
only five per cent power or
just 8,000 square miles of
desert would be required to
light up the U.S. This is less
than 10 per cent of U.S.
deserts.
Using the sun as an energy
force, many suggestions
have been made by scientists
to store the sun’s rays in

Business grad
job interviews
A representative from the
Federal Reserve Bank will
be on the SJSU campus
Thursday, Jan. 31, to interview
fall
semester
graduates with a B.S. in
business ’administration or
economics and graduates
with an M.A. in public administration.
Immediate openings exist
in
their
management
training
program.
Applicants may sign up in

the Career Planning and
Placement Office in Building
Q., room 13.

Gallery show
Eccentricit"Technical
ies," is now on display in
SJSU’s S.U. Gallery through
today. The exhibit combines
electronic music, kinetic
sculpture and photographs
by Dana Parsons and Matt
Hessemans.

three nonbiological classes
of
solar
containers:
terrestrial,
space and
marine.
One of the proposed
terrestrial systems is solar
cells, direct conversion of
solar energy knto electrical
energy. Te’ ed and used in
the spac. program, it is
more accurately called a
silicon solar cell in which the
crystals require only 4,000
square miles of collector
surface in the desert to
generate the present electrical power consumed in the
U.S.
Although the idea seems
good, it is essentially an onthe-shelf system. The major
barrier to it is the fabrication
of the cells. The cost of
fabricating silicon crystals is
$100,000 per kw as to $250 per
kw costs from a conventional
nuclear plant.
Although the cost is high,
scientists believe that it
could come down to a
competitive level due to
other cell developments.
Another one of the more
promising cells is the cadmium sulfide cell. The advantage of this cell over the
silicon cells is that the
material functions as a thin
polycrystalline film. It is this
film that makes it easier to
install and made more
practical for individual
homes.

II you’re not sure
what’s out there,
how can you
know where
you’re going or
how to gel there?
The Christian Science
Monitor can help
It keeps you squarely
in the center of the bold
arid exciting, the important trends of thought
It gives a firsthand.
close -in view of the
worlds struggles and
achievements You see
where you fit vi -- things
you can do
The Monitor doesn t
do your thinking for you
In a quick readable style
it gives you the facts to
form your own decisions
News, commentary,
the arts, politics, science.
fashion, sports, business:
the Monitor IS an exciting daily newspaper
(Monday - Friday). Less
than 10C a copy on your
special rate.

Name

oPlease print,

Street

Apt

o.ity
7IP
State
The Christian &ciente Monitor"
Flux 1.’S Asti,/ Station
Boston M.’s...mho ,torts U21.

Choose from Cotton Knits 54-60" (reg. to $2.99)
Corduroy Pinwale 45" (reg. $2.49-52.98)
Jersies and jersey prints 45"(reg. to $2.98)
All 99c a Yard!
(All on bolts)
Bring your ideas to Beverley Fabrics and save.
_
_
930-9

1

_28.8-6620

Tickets: $3.50 and $4.50
available at
Tresidder Box Office, Stanford, all Macy’s; Down
town Center Box Office, S.F., Peninsula Box Office,
Los Altos; San Jose Box Office, ASUC Box Office,
Berkeley. Mail orders: 205 Tresidcler Memorial
Union, Stanford, 94305.
ASSU Special Events Production (415) 321-2300 x4331

Central Campbell
374-4000
No Cover Soo -Wed

30 So.

---,..z.....----...........

CLASSIFIED

"ALOHA, KAMAAINA SENIORS!"
For free information on job op
portunies on Hawaii after graduation
write to
Karnaaina
Career
Opportunity
Day,
Box
9668,
Honolulu. Hawaii 96820
MORE WOMEN WANTED to balance
singles growth group, Frodays at
Sequoia Growth Center 288 8075
SINGLES WORKSHOP
Sensitivity.
self other awareness growth group.
FridayS a Pm. 03. I208 Martin Age
S.J. Call 268 8075 for reservations
"DIRTY HARRY" comes to Friday
Flicks Clint Eastwood stars in
another detective flick filmed in the
bay area. Jan 11 at 7 6. 10 pm Morris
Dailey Aud. Only 50 cents Scion
sored by Alpha Phi Omega Soft
drinks at 20 cents
ALASKA is booming this year
Approved handbook. "JOBS IN
ALASKA," covers all occupations,
including pipeline 1974 edition,
03.00, from JOBS IN ALASKA, Box
1565, Anchorage 99510, a licensed
employment agency.

AUTOMOTIVE

8:30 p.m.
Maples Pavilion
Stanford University

COLD BLOOD

233 Commercial

PISCEAN & CO. has someof the nicest
stores for your complete waterbed
needs FACTORY DIRECT to you.
complete heated king size bed 4510w
as 5103 Four locations 1 331 N 1st
287 7030 2. 1528 W San Carlos 294
1455 3 Cupertino K Marl Cntr 1001
Sara Sunnyvale Rd 996 1413 4
Oakridge Mall on Blossom Hill Rd
225 8221.

FRIDAY
JANUARY 18

appearing
live
Fri. & Sat.

Hours: Mon. & Thur.
Tue. Wed. Fri. Sat. 9:304
Sun. 12:00-S

GIRLS: For photographic nude figure
models MUST BE CUTE Ad pie in
good taste No cheesecake or porn
Striper session, more if pix are sold
Send measurements, age, snapshot
of face to R W Kingman, 3005
Postwood Dr . S J 95132

GHEEGH aRd
CHONG SHOW

raw.

Beverley Fabrics is having a
99c a Yard Sale

YIN YANG WATERBEDS
Special
student discount with purchase of 2
or more waterbeds 2331 5 7th St.
998 5660. 2265 Stevens Creek Blvd
998 3000 24 E
Campbell Ave ,
Campbell 378 1040

ONLY WINTER AND SPRING
BAY AREA APPEARANCE!!

1755 So. Winchester Blvd.
(ce-nbRilshnnp,nsc Center)
37E1-9191

beverly
fabric/

No purchase necessary.

GUYS AND GALS! Join a college -age
BALLET class at Eutrazia School of
Ballet Basic "technique" for
beginning dancers. Small classes
individual
attention
Beverly
Eufrazia Grant. Dor 241 1100.

411. I II modest 18.25 in my lulu.,
lor 0 months of The Christian
Scienc Monitor.
11111 no
Payment enCIOSerl

Free bean bag pattern.

Solar heat, used for some
time in heating homes,
absorbs the solar energy and
stores it in insulated bins

Any information from
present car poolers should be
given to Clarkson at the A.S.
Consumer Switchboard, in
the A.S. offices in the Student
Union.

KiiSSLERJEWELERS

10000.0000110000000000016

SHREDDED FOAM RUBBER 40c per
Pound Any amount Phone 293 2954

vices most areas, will be in
full operation next semester.
Those interested in joining
should go to the Information
Center in the Student Union,
where they will fill out cards
listing their address and
destination.

heated propane gas would
then be used to power a
turbine and generate electricity. The propane is
subsequently cooled by the
deep ocean water and
returned to the boiler.
Although terms of cost has
been discussed by both
scientist and legislature,
money plays the biggest role
as far as implementing these
systems.
According to Dr. Eggers,
"It would appear that in the
near future, with an
adequate program only
modestly expensive compared to today’s standards,
solar energy could be
utilized economically at a
competative fashion."
./...............

aro, /...IWN

ANNOUNCEMENTS

requests car pool feedback
but Bill Clarkson, assistant
director of the switchboard,
is looking for feedback from
those who are using the car
pools.
"We need to know how well
the system worked for you,
in order to improve it next
semester," Clarkson said.
He added there is talk of
giving car pooling students
discounts or other advantages over students who
ride alone.
The car pool, which ser-

coolant.
This system would not
produce electricity but
rather
elecrolysis
or
hydrogen. Hydrogen, according to scientists has the
possibility
of
being
distributed via pipelines at
substantially lower costs as
to straight electrical power.
Essentially hydrogen is
ideal for fuel cell applications and in direct heat
systems. Scientists say that
it is very promising as a fuel.
Another marine thermal
system proposed is a platform that floats in a gulf
stream such as Florida’s
gulf. The surface water
would be boiled by propane
gas at high a pressure. The

Solar heat systems, heat
that can be stored in high
heat capacity materials in
insulated containers and
then converted to electrical
energy, is just another idea
for individual dwellings.

Consumer Switchboard
In answer to the energy
crisis, the A.S. Consumer
Switchboard has started a
car pool.
The car pool, which
transports about 200 people,
has been successful so far

such as heated water or
rocks. The solar heat system
has been considered to be
coupled with solar cells
giving a full supply of power
to homes.
Space. solar cell system,
something perhaps dreamed
up by a science fiction
writer, is a system which
would employ a number of
satellites in synchronous
orbits about the earth’s
equator. The solar cells
would collect the solar
energy and convert it to
electricity. This energy
would then be transmitted as
microwave
beams
to
collecting antenna arrays on
earth. The receiving antennae would convert the
microwave beams to directcurrent electricity for
transmission.
Two types of marine
thermal systems has been
proposed by scientists -to
utilize sea thermal gradiepts
to extract solar energy
which is then stored in the
surface layer of the ocean.
According
to
space
program technologists, sea
solar heat platforms that
float in the sea will have
concentrating mirrors
focusing incident solar
energy on a boiler system.
This heat would then be used
to drive water steam through
a turbine generator. The cold
water from the lower ocean
layers would be used as a

NEED MONEY?
We loan money on jewelry, typerwriters,
cameras, etc. We also specialize in:
Diamond Setting, Watch and Clock
Repair, Earpiercing and Gifts.

AUTO INSURANCE
TIRED OF
BEING RIPPED OFF? Call CSIS,
originators of
Student
Auto
Insurance. who have been writing it
tn their 9 Calif offices for over 6
years No student refused Call 2139
8681 or stop by 404 S 3rd St , Second
floor 13rd at San Salvador)
STUDENT CAR INSURANCE with
Farmers Ins Group 25 per cent
discount for 30 CPA low non smoker.
rates also Days 948 0223. Eve 241
6873
1963 FORD FALCON, new tires, radio
works, runs good Call 251 3262 or
353 3102
ALPHABERLINA ’71. 25,033 miles
Very clean MERCURY COMET ’72.
A T ,PS.AC Low miles Call 249
1292
’59 FORD 6 cyi R H Good Iran
sportation car $50 firm Please call
after 6 pm 353 1919

TOOLS ALL NEW! Skill saw, wood
lathe I6in swing) S22.50 Wood lathe
112in swing) 549 I horse power G.E.
Motor S35 new Brooks. 80 E. San
Fernando St. 2920109

NOAH’S ARK WATERBED COM
PANT
Opening Sale
Student
discounts, high quality. low prices 9
to 9 All new, guaranteed. custom
work 66 Keyes St near 3rd 2898430
WATERBEDS Grand opening special.
complete king size waterbed with
frame, heater
Pedestal
and
thermostat Reg 5148 now only $118
Discount prices on other Waterbeds
Accessories Downtown Water
beds. 176W San Carlos, 287 7000

ROUSING
SAN JOSE RESIDENCE CLUB Co
ed All facilities for students 79 50
sh to 109 50 single 202 S 11th Phone
293 7324

BLACKLIGHT
POSTERS
SI.50
BLACKLIGHT BULB AND FIX
TURES COMPLETE 4 FOOT 12390
7 FOOT S18 95 AND 18 INCHES
SII 99 STROBE LIGHTS SI9 99, GAS
GLO BULBS 5350, PATCHES 790 8.
UP.
LEATHER
GOODS
IS
BINOCULARS
INCENSE
25
STICKS 290 PIPES 51.00 & UP.
INDIA BEDSPREADS 55.95 AND
UP, T SHIRTS 52.00 EACH. IRON
ON TRANSFER VARIETY 75c
EACH BROOKS, 80 E San Fer
nand 1 Blk from SJSU Phone 292
0409

SAN FERNANDO HOUSE
Well
located for serious students Maid &
linen serv Color TV Kitchen.
parking 6950 to 8950.237 E San
Fernando 2936345

CUSTOM TAPING FROM YOUR
RECORDS. 4 track. 8 track, reel to
reel Same day service whenever
possible The Arkade, 248 5 1st,
downtown S.1

TOWNHOUSES, 2 Bdrm SISS rno
New carpet, swimming pool, air
cOnd free parking 8. private
balcony Perfect choice Si S 19th
Mgr Apt 3 Call Cliff 295 3962

VITAMINS
COSMETICS.
photofinishing 8. lots of strange
things At Bill’s College Pharmacy

MEN Large, cheerful rooms, wall to
wall carpet, furnace heat & outside
entrance 406 5 llth St

MOST MAJOR RANDS of quality
stereo components available at
dealer cost plus 10 per cent
Additional discounts available on
guaranteed used equipment periodic
specials below dealer cost 2322020
after 5 pm
BARGAINS Old pottery old jewelry
pict
frames books turn apPI
clocks clothes tools radios records
trunks etc Thousands of items to
choose from THE LOST FLEA
MARKET open Wed thru Sun
FREE park E. admission 1940 S 1st
FOR SALE
LIKE NEW MOTOR
SCOOTER, 5 horsepower, 1200
Great transportation buy. 7720291
DUE TO DEPARTURE foreign
student sells Honda 50cc, geed
condition. S125 Call 2937970
MUST SELL
Gibson SG II electric
guitar, like new, S275 also Fender
Twin Reverb amp good cond 5300
Cali Rick at 287 2397

FOR SALE
WINEMAKING EQUIPMENT* I
SUPPLIES Open eves & weekends
also complete selection of foreign
domestic wines 8. beers BODEGA
OF SPAIN 1040 N 4th 2957138

RESIDENCE PROGRAM COUNSELOR We are looking for a single
man with all interest in working with
people and in learning counseling &
residence managing skills to loll a
counselor position in our residence
training program
The Hope
Residence Program provides in
dependent living skills development
training on a residential selling fOr 6
young onoldly retarded men The
Residence Counselors provide the
promary chent counselong & training
8. are responsible for managing the
residence home The shifts are 24
hrs day 8. alternate 7 days on off
Some limited time off for classes
during on shift hrs is possible
Salary is S450 rno fringe benefits
Contact David Reid at HOPE 295
1065

HELP WANTED
MEN II WOMEN DRIVERS for ice
cream. candy, soft dr.nk route
Arrange a work Schedule corn
Patable with class schedule 30 to 50
per cent comm Tropical Ice Cream
Co 330 Race St 297 4228
MASSEUSES WANTED, work your
own hours, full Of part time, we will
train Tropical Health Salon, 40919
Fremont Blvd . 657 7262
FEMALES, nude modeling. SS per
hour Experience not necessary, 159
0196

ROOMS ACROSS THE CAMPUS
Boys 468 S 6th St 6.99 S. 9th from
560 shared or S79 put Girls 182 5
10th from $65 my
Utilities pd
Elegant rooms newly decorated.
apply after 4 pm or call 295 8514

LARGE 18.2 Intim Apt 5125 8. 6159
’,block from State Quiet complex,
W W carpets, built in electric kit
c hens, pool Married couples only Ph
286 0944 466 S 5th No 1

2 BEDROOM OPTS tor rent 5170 pool
and parking 576 5 5th Si Apt 2
NEWLY FURNISHED ROOMS in ail
girl, r0Orning house. one block from
campus IC ftChen pry . washer &
dryer refrogerator on each room
Double 550 mo Single 575 my 797
4057 Mrs Rodger or 656 4336
SENSITIVE
MIDDLE AGED
GENTLEMEN with a voice defect is
looking for a lasting relatoonshop
with an understanding female Free
rent offered in exchange tor kind
ness and companoonshop Call 298
2308 after 5 PM
MALE ROOMMMATE WANTED
5pr semester to Share 1 hdro. apt 1
blk from campus C.11, 998 I45J
FREE COTTAGE FOR GIRL (Single,
in exchange for 11 tors ranch
home work per day Car necessary
’ :bath 5 on tv r ampys 14750
Clayton Rd 258 1246
HOUSE FOR RENT 6 bedroom, 4
bath. $430 nfOrith 125 S 14th St 265
3100
GIRLS
HOUSE FOR RENT. Two
Wks Iron. ,1111pus Walk to school
579 S 10th St Call 292 1587
DUPLEX with parking 580 8. 560 for
summer No t 265 S 11thconner
San Carlos 246 3023 or 739 5479

"DIRTY HARRY" comes to Friday
Flicks Clint Eastwood stars in
another detective flick filmed in the
bay area Jan 11 at 78. 10 pm Morris
Dailey Aud Only 50 cents Sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega Soft drinks at
20 cents
JALANE "Petunia" GODDARD.
happy 24th birthday your foyer
Terry

SERVICES

1 BEDROOM IN H OUSE. 5100 me
kitchen prov color to, Call Ann 923
5873

STUDENT TYPING 65 cents per page
close to campus Phone 998 1869

GIRL roommate needed to share ’73
trailer w other girl Within bike
riding dist Serious student oniy &40
mo utii inci 294 0724
ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED or
unfurnished 5125 per month
Excellent location Walking distance
to campus 140 North 15th St Call for
an appointment
244 3650
I, 2£ 3 BEDROOM UNFURNISHED
APTS. 1 berm 5124 2 bdrm 5143 3
berm S175 Completely rebuilt, new
shag, pool, bike pound Down Taylor
to 23rd Call 275 9S90
750 N 211
ROOMMATE WANTED : Mellow,
outgoing person to snare clean.
spacious 3 berm. 1 bath house near
campus with 2 others Glen at 297
9404 or 923 5199 $8330 month

"DIRTY HARRY" comes to Friday
Flicks Clint Eastwood stars in
another detective flick filmed in the
bay area Jan flat 7 8. 10 pin Morris
Daily Aud Only 50 cents Sponsored
by Alpha Phi Omega Solt drinks at
20 cents
RESEARCH
WRITING
AND
TYPING,
ASSISTANCE
EDITING CALL 2213993
STEAM BATH 52 00 WHIRLPOOL
S5 00 TOGETHER 54 00 Phone 795
5402
BABYSITTING by mature woman.
my home near SJSU. agest i ,to 1.
Yr, nod 521 per week
295 6758

TRANSPORTATION

TYPING: Reasonable. experienced
last IBM Selectric with Symbols
font for techinicat typing No
editong Call 263 2739

ROOMING HOUSE: Up to 12 people
5.130 my 125 S 14th St 265 3100

TYPING OF ALL KINDS Fast, ac
curate and dependable Mrs Alice
EMI, rice 749 2864 Santa Clara

PERSONALS

GARDEN STUDIOS: 5159 8. 119 Four
pools Laundry, off street parking
1319 Sunny Ct Walk, Bike. Drive or
Bus to SJSU 297 1700

HUGE 1 & 2 BORM. APTS parking,
Married or
shags, quiet Prel
Grads 936 S 0th Call 2997891

BRIDAL FAIR PHOTOGRAPHY
HIGH quality wedding photography
tor LOWEST Bay area rates 188
includes gold & white album 60
color prints of your chOiCe full set of
slides
KEEPS ALL
BRIDE
Extra full CO1Of 80
NEGATIVES
Stalt of 20
10’5 51 25 each
photographers Make an appoint
men, cee nur sarepleS Men decide
Open every evenond until 10 p to for
REE Bridal Packet Call 257 3161

EUROPE
ISRAEL
AFRICA
STUDENT FLIGHTS ALL YEAR
ROUND CONTACT ISCA. 11667
San Vocente Blvd Apt No 4 L A .
Calif 90049 TEL 12131 8265649 or
17141 287 1010
FLYING SOON? Well. "It pays to be
young with TWA" Your TWA
Representative
Bill
Campus
Crawford 1755 72621 can help yOu
make vOur GETAWAY Fly at 18 per
cent off with TWA Youth passport &
take up to 24 months to pay with a
FREE GETAWAY CREDIT CARD
Call 229 7262 for ntOrrnatfon atter
5 00 For reservations call 798 6600
or your fecal travel agent
EXPERIMENTS IN TRAVELING
Eighth annual
on regimented
student programs 8 wks Europe
student programs 8 wks Europe
Contact Barbara Nevins, Student
Services West Inc 14081 287 8240

RENT A TV OR STEREO, free
delivery, free service Cali Escne’s
251 2598
ASTROLOGY, A complete chart is
constructed 8. interpreted Expert
work at a reasonable price 288 6226
PROFESSIONAL TYPIST
Selectric 867 2389 Eyes
TYPING

I B M

Spartan

IBM. Near campus 287411’

EXPERIENCED THESIS TYPIST
Dissertations
Master’s
Reports
137 Escobar
Maroanne Tarnberg
Ave Telephone 3564216 Los Gas’s
PISCEAN & CO. comes thru
110 speed
complete Oil yule
specialists, parts, sales & service at
student prices, nearby Friendly
helpful service We carry Poscean.
Regina.
Ross.
Bridgestone,
Mossberg. Magnet, 331 N 1st 287
7030

Daily
Classified

WRITING& RESEARCH assistance
typing edolong call 227 3993

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED,
Spring semester, comfortable house
,lose to campus Call 294 2009

TYPIST FAST, ACCURATE Ca"
edit Master’s et, Near SJCC Mr,
Asianian 298 4104

SHARE LUX HOUSE with pool, fr
plc , lam rtn .1,0 rm , with 2 other
students 21 79 274 7318 SIM MO
0111 Refs

TYPING.
FAST,
ACCURATE
ELECTRIC. CALL 177 5142 AFTER
12 00 pm MARCIA REYNOLDS

277-3175
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Semester fee increase likely to gain legislative approval
From page one
As inflation and CSUC employee salary increases drive
the trustees’ overall budget upward, and as the number of
students stabilizes, more money has to be generated to meet
the rising expenses.
It can come either from the state’s general fund or from
students.
In this case,
the slim possibility of legislative approval of $11 million to
cover the deficit
the looming threat of a gubernatorial veto anyway, and
the impracticality of slashing services or salaries
compels the trustees to get the money from students.
The M & S fee itself is a complicated subject. Of the $83
paid each semester by a fulltime SJSU student that is, one
taking 12 units or more $59 goes toward the M & S fee.
Two $10 fees go toward the Associated Students and
Student Union fees, $3 goes toward the Facility Fee, and $1
goes toward the Educational Opportunity Program.)
Doubling the semester fee, of course, yields a $166 figure
for one full academic year, which, when broken down, results
in a $118 yearly fee for M & S.
The 8118 is broken down this way:
Olstrilsotion et this Materiels misl tovies Fes
Cod per Fulittme Stade
Instruction
Asodentle Support
Student Sento*
institutional Support
executive Management
Financial Oemetions

$30.119
1.13
72.110
2.38
611111.00

What the proposed across-the-board $26 increase will do is
raise the $118 figure to $144 per academic year, resulting in
the semester fees shown in Chart No. 1.
The bulk of the M & S fee, communication among the
as shown above, goes for student presidents, their
in
lobbyist
"Student Services," a legislative
heading which takes in Sacramento, and their
care, liaison with the chancellor in
health
housing,
financial aid, counseling and Los Angeles, left the
testing, and placement CSUCSPA almost cornpletely in the dark in regards
center services.
The increased fee would to the increase.
Joe Hay, the legislative
not result in new or added
services, however. Students lobbyist, said CSUCSPA had
would merely pay higher been interested for a number
fees to cover the inflationary of years in learning how the
costs of the same set of fee was being spend, but the
chancellor’s office had
services they receive now,
Other fees, such as refused to tell where the
parking, facility, Student money was coming from.
"We knew an increase was
Associated
and
Union
Students fees, cannot be coming in the M & S fee.
raised without a student Since the enrollments are
vote. The trustees can only leveling off, the growth rate
of the fee balance is not
propose an increase,
But according to A.S. Vice decreasing at the same rate
President Rick Marks, the the expenses are in proposal of raising these creasing," Hay said.
CSUCSPA two years ago
fees, too, is also under study.
Marks introduced Assembly Bill
Nevertheless,
seriously questions the 2095, carried by Assembenef its of state -funded blyman Kenneth L. Maddy,
R-Fresno, which required
programs, as provided for by
that the trustees provide for
the M & S fee,
input
student
"It is not necessary to direct
regarding the establishment
have some of these services,
We could cut back on costs in of fees.
The bill passed the
this way. The state missed
the boat on services that just legislature but was vetoed by
aren’t worth $8 million," Gov. Ronald Reagan on Oct.
1.
Marks said.
"The trustees opposed the
While Marks doubts the
bill all the way through.
value of services already
provided by the M and S fee, They wrote a letter to the
governor expressing their
the
California
State
University and Colleges opposition. In the veto, the
Student
Presidents governor said students
already had enough input,"
CSUCSPA
Association
Hay said.
came out in total opposition
The governor vetoed a
to the proposed increase,
citing a lack of input as the similar bill last year.
ma jor reason.
Hay said he was surprised
the trustees increased the M
apparently
CSUCSPA,
aware of the proposal just & S fee in November because
two days before it gained the increase was not shown
in their budget. "But," he
trustee approval, went on
record at its Nov. 25 meeting added, "rumors had come to
my attention that there
as opposing the fee hike,
An apparent lack of might be an increase."

Residents confused
about Model Cities;;::
From page one
The only thing most Model
Cities residents expressed
knowing is that they live in a
Model Cities area. However,
even that term is confusing.
"You call this ’model’?"
asked a Mayfair resident.
Obra Ricks, a Model Cities
administrative assistant,
feels many people don’t
realize how much Model
Cities does for them.
"It has opened doors for a
lot of people," he declared.
He said for many, the closing
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273 E. San Fernando
nrxt to Peanuts
295-7778
’I ()OM Siff I
BRISt. IHIS

of day care centers may
mean parents must turn to
welfare in order to stay
home with the children.
Some residents feel the
only connection they have
with Model Cities is through
the Model Cities newspaper
"Viva" distributed once
each month to all homes in
the four target areas.

Although not present at the
trustees’ Finance Committee meeting when the
increase was proposed, Hay
said there was little that
could have been done to
prevent it at that late date.
"People say the student
presidents didn’t know the
increase was coming, but
what could we do? We tried
to have the laws changed
when we demanded input,"
Hay said.
Now, he said, CSUCSPA
will go to the legislature
again and ask it to pick up
the deficit.
University of California
student lobbyists made an
attempt in late 1973 to get the
legislature to pick up part of
their tuition, Hay said. The
proposal, opposed by the
trustees, got to the Senate
floor and died.
"We’ll be trying the same
kind of attempt," Hay said.
"If we can’t get any
money, the next best thing
will be to try to get student
input so if there is an increase students will know
why and be sure they want to
pay for services," Hay said.
Students probably will not
gain relief from the
legislature, in the way of
money from the general fund.
The proposal, along with
the remainder of the
trustees’ CSUC budget, must
go through a comprehensive
series of legislative committee hearings before it
reaches the legislative floor
for a vote sometime in
spring. Committee hearings
were to have begun this
week.
A powerful legislative
group such as the Ways and
Means Committee could
technically rewrite the CSUC
budget to have the state
make up the deficit with
funds,
a
additional
legislative aide to Assemblyman Alister McAlister, I)San Jose, said.
"But there are pitfalls to
this process because it is
unrealistic to believe the
Assembly, Senate, and
Finance Committee will all
approve the additional aid,"
Sal Biancho, the aide, said.
"And anyway, it is a very
good possibility the governor
would item veto this request.
It is just not a fiscal reality.
"With inflation throughout
the state, there is great
difficulty getting more funds
for anything."
Louis Messner, chief of
budget planning for the
trustees,
agreed
with
Bianchi).
"Any realistic alternative
to the fee increase would be
considered by the legislature
But there is the practical

matter of the test of the
governor’s veto," Messner
said.
Dennis King, last year’s
A.S. President, claimed that
some legislators would help
students fight the increase.
He called Ways and Means
Committee members Willie
Brown, D-San Francisco,
and John Vasconcellos, DSan Jose, "friends of
students."
"I’m sure they would help
if they think students are
strongly opposed and have a
good case," King said.
With state aid apparently
out of the question, despite
King’s optimism, a reduction
of expenditures might be
another alternative.
But, according to Glen
Guttormsen, director of
business affairs at SJSU,
reduction of spending and
therefore campus services,
may be feasible but he
questioned "how practical or
acceptable" this method
would be.
Messner, the trustees’
budget planner, claimed that
students would never approve of a reduction in
services and programs.
SJSU
Ivans,
Garvin
controller of college funds,
contended that cutbacks on
some services would be
impractical.
"Fuel and utility costs are
spiraling up to 10 per cent
more in cost. Since these are
necessary services the
money must come from
either the students or from
the state," Ivans said.
A third alternative is to cut
back on the salaries of CSUC
employees. But because all
CSUC employees receive
pay raises simultaneously on
a comparison basis with the
increase in the Cost of living,
as determined in conjunction
with the Cost of Living
Council and the legislature,
it is unlikely that employees
will have their salaries cut
on a selective basis.
Aside from the consideration of a feasible
alternative, the fact remains
that SJSrl has a budget
surplus. Yet, it can’t spend
the money. It probably will
be returned to the state.
Declining enrollment is the
root cause of both the surplus
and the proposed fee increase.
The Institute of Research
in the Chancellor’s Office
annually conducts a trend
analysis of high school
graduates, upon which a
projected enrollment figure
is arrived at, based on this
study.
In SJSU’s case, however, it
is expected that 3,000 anticipated students will not

Schedule of Fees
0-3.9
jas
er

4.0.7.9
units

11.0-11.9
_AMU_

I 2-orer
units

Materials and Simko+ $39
$11
Associated Students
SS
Student Union
$3
Facility Fee
$I
LOP donation

$44
IS
$5
$3
$1

$49
$10
$10
$3
$I

$59
$10
$10
$3
St

Total per Semester

$58

$73

$113

$53

health care, counseling and 1974-75 academic year
testing, etc. but not getting should be prepared to pay a
anything more for their higher
semester
fee,
money.
beginning with the fall, 1974
Students enrolling for the semester.

409 SO. 2ND. ST.

&Inlos

OPEN 24

RESTAURANTS

show up during the 1973-74
academic year.
"As a consequence, we
received more money than
we can justify for," Ivans
explained. "Whether or not
we will have to return some
of the money to the state
depends on the situation in
Spring
the
spring.
enrollment will tell us how
we really fared in ’annualized enrollment."
As the student population
stabilizes, additional
revenue must be found to
meet rising costs. In the case
of the M & S fee, the revenue
will come from students.
A task force comprised of
students, faculty and administrators is in the process
of reviewing the component
part of the fees with the
Department of Finance.
A dropback in the amount
of fees students will have to
pay during the 1975-76
academic year depends on
the collateral action of the
task force. As soon as the
results are constituted, it
will determine if there is a
better approach.
Once the task force
reaches a conclusion, it may
redefine the nature and cost
of the M & S fee. The group’s
evaluations are due this
month.
Perhaps a final, though
slim, chance of escaping the
inevitable fee increase is
legal action. But, according
to Marks, it is unlikely that
suits will be filed charging
discrimination against
parttime students who will
be forced to pay proportionally more than others.
The $26 across-the-board
fee hike would constitute a 31
per cent increase for
students who currently take
less than 4.0 units and pay

$52. At the opposite end, the
increase would amount to a
22 per cent hike for students
who take 12.0 units or more
and pay $83 per semester.
Marks views suits as a
’laborious process."
Besides, he said, "There
are really no legal grounds
on which to file suit. It’s not
discrimination, in the true
sense of the world, against
particular
class,
any
anyway."
(A class action suit filed by
five Hayward State students
in September, 1972 claimed
that the M 8c S fees were only
a guise for tuition and that
the trustees were, in effect,
charging far more than the
state-mandated limit of $25
per year for tuition purposes.
If the court were to rule in
favor of the students,
millions of dollars in illegal
tuition charges would have
to be refunded to CSUC
students, both past and
present.
The suit, since that time
consolidated with a related
case in Los Angeles, is still in
litigation.
Unless the winds of opinion
change in Sacramento, and
the state decides to cover the
projected $8 million deficit,
students will be paying more
for M & S services housing,
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Available

THE FUN PLACE
FOR FAMILY FOOD

Before Finals
Pick Up Those Needed
cosmetics
gifts

Items

school supplies
magazines

Modern Drug Co.
50 E. Santa Clara

413

.1r3

293-7500

113
113

Come to Campbell

41:
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All electric kitchens

’Wood burning

carpeting 81m1 "
ndclanropneedc
< *tustircoom
1t2. decorator drapes
’Large Patios

fireplaces
’Heated pool
’Jacuzzi & sauna
Fully equipped gym
Billiard room and lounge

from S175
Shabbat Dinner
and
Services
TONIGHT
6:30
Hillel
441 S. 10th
293-4188

It den from

$200

2 1111 from

.113

All

creperie
335 S. Winchester Blvd.
San Jose
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Magic
Tan

’41
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For a Special Sunday Brunch

Lunch*Dinner*Late Supper
Open at 11 a.m. daily. Open Mon-Thurs, until midnight,
Fri. and Sat. until 1 a.m. Sun. until 9 p.m.
Bank Americard " Master Charge
American Express
ss.

THE WESTERN STATES
LSAT STUDY AND PREPARATION SEMINAR
(Law School Admission Test)
A seminar to equip the serious LSAT candidate with all understanding of the LSAT dllti the
.kills and techniques necessary to produce his maximum score
A thorough study of
TEST ANALYSIS Question types, skills tested, task analysis, etc
TEST TAKING TECHNIQUES Role of Guessing, Common Mistakes, Limiting
Alternatives. Sequential and Hierarchical Answering, Response Biases, Question
Analysis, Time Scheduling, Incorrect Answer Identification and Classification. etc
TEST TAKING PRACTICE Two LSAT type tests administeied under exam
conditions. return score of Total and Section scores instruction review. etc
PLACES AND TIMES San Francisco, University of San Francisco, Oct 67, Dec 59, Jan.
26 27, April 6,7, Jul 67, Los Angeles, Pepperdine University Oct 13 14, Dec I 2. Feb 23,
Apr 13 14, Jul 1314. Port/and, University of Portland, Nov 10 11, Jan 1920, Mar
2324. Seattle. Seattle University. Nov 17 18, Jan 12 13, Mar 31131. Hawaii, Hawaii Pacific
r,ollege, Nov 2425.All seminars are four sessions
900 am. to 1200 P.m. and 1.00 pm. to
6 00 p m , Saturday and Sunday
Seminar instructors are R J Shavelson. Ph.D , Department of Education, University of
California. Los Angeles, and W M Meredith, PhD.. Department of Psychology, University of
California. Berkeley
roam/rid and administered by I W. New, J D., The University of California, Hastings College
of Law. M J Nelson, J D The University of Minnesota Law School, and K E. Hobbs, L LB..
The Harvard Law School
DATION $8500 Entriliment fry letter wroth tuition, school. **hew teletentne numb.. and ,em...,
plected to The Registrar, THE WESTERN STATES LSAT STUDY AND PREPARATION SEMINAR.
SUITE 2277, SO Delano. Street, Sen Ftancoco, California 94111 Asian, Blacs, and Spanish surname
4,1111011, and financially newly
565 00 with cwrif lute of financial nead Enrntanant iim,,nt tiv rats
reulable Late anrullmant hy telaphnim, whist, to seat awilahlity Student are nywnwhi accornodatinns
4v.lahls in Son Francisco and Portland
THIS NOTICE SHALL APPEAR ONE TIME ONLY
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350 BUDD 374-5515

51.00 COVER -- 21 Yrs. Age Required
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Adult Living

(At San Tomas Expressway)

7--.....7150981.

8225

Furnished and Unfurnished

Iti

ELVIS DUCK

: 353 KIELEY BLVD.
SAN JOSE, CA.!
(c, ,113 HOU LI

g

14La Valencia Apts.i

Let’s face it ...
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WHAT
A BEAUTIFUL
WAY TO LIVE!

APPEARING 9 PM- 1 AMSAT. JAN. 12th.
ALL DRINKS: 50c
n,clucs.s Blended Irish Guile,

CORNERS APTS.

Hours

Some books aren’t worth
a damn for resale
but we’ll buy the rest.

felettBOOK
Oa Tenth Street
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